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FORTHCOMING
ACTIVITIES

27 September 2013
AGM & talk by Tom
Froggatt on the Marcher
Apple Project to restore
old varieties of apples.
The following day he will
have a stand at the Three
Counties’ Autumn Show.
Village Hall, 7.30pm.

22 November 2013
Talk on the story of
Defford during the war
and beyond by Dennis
Williams, former scientist
at Qinetic and now finds
officer at Worcester
Archaeology. The Defford
Heritage Group hopes to
restore a wartime hut on
the Croome estate.
Village Hall, 7.30pm

Two things have always fascinated

stonemason Richard Martin:

climbing and Renaissance art. So,

as he explained at a talk he gave to

the Society in January, when he

stumbled upon a stonemason’s yard

in Switzerland after climbing the

north face of the Matterhorn, he

knew immediately that he wanted to

be an architectural stone carver. 

He found he had a natural talent

for carving stone and uses the same

meticulous approach to climbing -

breaking down each task into stages

- when assessing restoration projects.

When surveyors realised he

could climb (Richard is a member of

the International Rope Access Trade

Association, which lays down the

standard for working at heights), he

was able to combine the ancient

trade of stone masonry with the

modern approach to scaling buildings.

One of his first jobs was working

on York Minster. Climbing one of the

pinnacles, he discovered that most

of the original mortar had been

blown away, leaving a few oyster

shells on which the structure was

rocking. Because modern cement

mortar cannot be used as it would

crack the building during movement

in high winds, he repaired the

pinnacle using traditional lime

mortar and went on to replace finials

across the whole west front.

Although grotesque carvings cannot

be seen from the ground, every

repair is carried out with the greatest

care. Often working from a small

fragment, he has restored gargoyles

at York to their full 2m length and

then buried their 2m foundation block

within the building. With each stone

weighing up to 100 tons, York

Minster weighs the equivalent of 300

Jumbo jets and makes one wonder

how it was built in the 13th century.

When the Clifton Suspension

Bridge had to be restored, Richard

used a rope and pulley system to

install massive brackets to hold

scaffolding erected for the first time

since the bridge was completed in

1864. He has also scaled the

National Trust’s Chastleton House in

Oxfordshire, which needed remedial

repairs to the mortar and stonework

untouched since the house was built

in Jacobean times. 

In 2010 he refurbished the clock

on Welland’s St James’s church,

removing rust from the clock face,

repainting it and carrying out internal

repairs, including strengthening the

fastenings of the clock weights to

the bell tower floor. And most

recently he installed a new lightning

conductor at St Gabriel’s church,

Hanley Swan, after the old one was

stolen for its copper sheathing.

Richard Martin at work on St James,Welland
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newly discovered Roman

settlement. The evidence

points to this being a 2nd

century AD development.

The size of the industrial

working uncovered implies

that the river was once of key

importance, so that the quay

now tucked away down a

quiet lane, must once have

been right at the centre of the

economic life of a busy and

industrious Hanley Castle. 

A full report about the dig is

now available online at

gis.worcestershire.gov.uk/

website/HanleyCastle

CommunityProject/. It allows

access to layers of information

not previously available on an

archaeological dig. For

example, zooming in on a

trench shows how it relates to

the geophysical anomaly.

Clicking on a feature or

surface reveals more about it

and the finds made there. 

A Base Maps tab allows a

diagram of the trenches to be

overlaid by a series of maps

produced under the Enclosure

Award digitisation project, so

that you can see what the land

was used for and how the

layout of roads and fields

changed in 1797, 1812, 1852,

At the Society’s most well

attended meeting ever, more

than 100 people turned up to

Hanley Castle High School on a

Sunday afternoon in February,

perhaps enticed by the promise

of WI cake, to listen to county

archaeologist and project

manager Derek Hurst talking

about the community dig and

what it revealed.

Over the course of the

project, some 60 volunteers

found 1902 artefacts weighing

142 kg in five trenches. The

large amount of slag and iron

waste found from smelting

furnaces is evidence that

Hanley Castle was a

significant industrial site in

Roman times. But quite why

remains something of a mystery.

Trench 5 uncovered a

trackway and ditch at the

north end, while to the south

there was a raised area with

patches of fine gravel on the

surface of which there were

large quantities of hammer-

scale (small flakes produced

when iron is hammered) with

lumps of iron waste and nails

fused to it, indicating the site

of a blacksmith’s workshop - a

rare discovery.  

A shallow gully filled with

pottery fragments in Trench 6

may have provided drainage

for a roundhouse of about

10m diameter; if so, this would

indicate the presence of a

1903 and the  present day.

Another tab gives access to a

summary of the dig and its

findings, while a third allows

the viewer to see captioned

photographs of the dig in

progress.

Derek said the project was

an excellent example of a

successful partnership

between a local community and

professional archaeologists. He

looked forward to further

collaboration in the future to

learn more about the early

history of Hanley Castle.

TUDOR WORCESTER

At the Society’s last meeting

in March, Worcester guide

Miriam Hale pointed out some

of the city’s Tudor links,

including the fact that Prince

Arthur, Henry VII’s first son, is

buried in the cathedral; and

that it was Elizabeth I during a

visit in 1575 who suggested

that the city’s coat of arms

should include pears.

Five years later William

Shakespeare and Anne

Hathaway are thought to have

been married in St Martin’s

church, although the entry in

the parish register that would

confirm this has been cut out.

ROMAN INDUSTRIAL SITE FOUND AT HANLEY CASTLE

Roman ironworking scenes by Glynis Dray and some iron slag finds

Early Roman tubby cooking pot


